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RANGE 2022

THE LATEST HEATING 
SOLUTIONS FOR  
YOUR HOME

With so many product options and pathways to 
achieve a similar result, it can be overwhelming 
deciding what is best to suit your home 
when it comes to home heating, cooling 
and ventilation. What we seek at the end of 
this journey, is a healthy and comfortable 
environment.

No matter if you are seeking a healthy home 
solution for a rental property, a low cost result 
for a short term or first home, or perhaps a 
modern, super-efficient technology fuelled 
smart home solution, the extensive range of 
heating products available from PlaceMakers 
will provide something for every requirement.

New Zealand is host to many climates, so it 
really isn’t a one size fits all approach. We 
believe we have what you need to meet the 
needs required to keep your space, or entire 
home, comfortable dry and healthy.

Our aim is to make the process of product 
selection easy, no matter if the solution is part 
of a new build, a renovation or a retrofit. We 
can even offer tailor made solutions to meet 
your interior or exterior design.

PlaceMakers quality standards 
This guide shows products made locally and all over 
the world. We work with our suppliers to ensure that 
they all meet NZ standards as well as our own exacting 
requirements. We always strive to give you the best 
possible price but never at the expense of quality.
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Products featured may not be stocked in all stores but can easily be 
ordered in for you. Price may vary on alternative size, colour and 
style options, contact your local store for details. The colour, texture 
or finish of these products may differ slightly from that advertised 
due to printing process. Pricing excludes installation, insulation 
kits and flue kits, unless specified. Prices include fuel bed and zero 
clearance kit where applicable. Extra features and any additional 
options are priced separately.

The information contained in this catalogue is intended to provide 
general assistance to those interested in home improvement 
projects. Whilst care has been taken in providing the advice 
and recommendations in this catalogue, PlaceMakers takes no 
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of it. PlaceMakers 
excludes all liability in relation to the statements and information 
provided in this catalogue.
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WOOD BURNER 
UP TO 30KW

PROS:

✔ Greater heat range  
8kW–30kW

✔  Cheapest source of heating 
available

✔ Heats a larger area at a 
consistent rate

✔  Provides heat in a power cut

✔ Provides cooking option in a 
power cut

CONS:

✘  Larger fires require more space 

✘  More time/work required for 
wood 

✘  Dry storage required for fuel/
wood 

✘ Some authorities restrict use 

✘ Council consent required for 
installation

✘ Ash removal required

GAS HEATING  

UP TO 9KW

PROS:

✔  Fast and responsive

✔ Good space saving options 
available

✔  Cleaner low emission options 

✔  Ignition at the push of a button

✔  Aesthetic options

CONS:

✘  Un-flued solutions produce 
moisture

✘  Generally only heat one room

✘  Subject to gas type availability

✘  Requires suitable ventilation

HEAT PUMP  
UP TO 10KW

PROS:

✔  More efficient than other 
electric heaters

✔  Programmable thermostatic 
options

✔ Some models provide air 
filtration

✔  WiFi options on selected 
models

✔ Will provide cooling in summer

CONS:

✘  Less efficient when outside 
temperature drops

✘  Comparatively more expensive 
to install

✘  Can be noisy (particularly for 
neighbours)

✘ Must be installed by a qualified 
installer

✘  Completely reliant on electricity 
supply

CENTRAL HEATING  
UP TO 35KW

PROS:

✔  Programmable timer & 
thermostatically controlled

✔ Zone control options available 
on many brands

✔  Forced air systems can be a 
discrete way of heating your 
home

✔  Can help to reduce 
condensation and moisture

CONS:

✘ Can be expensive to install

✘ Can be expensive to run if your 
house isn’t well insulated

✘  Forced air systems can increase 
allergies from air movement

✘  Radiator systems can be 
invasive of room space
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR YOUR HOME

MEASURE THE SPACE YOU ARE 

TRYING TO HEAT

To determine the space you need to heat, 
measure the length (L), width (W) and height (H) of 
your space. 

L × W × H = Room Size  
(eg. 5m × 3m × 2.4m = 36m3

Please note: heating output is a guide 
only. Please talk to our heating consultants 
for more information.

REQUIRED HEATING OUTPUT IN KILOWATTS

ROOM SIZE  
IN CUBIC METERS

15M3 1.1kW 0.5kW

30M3 2.1kW 1.1kW

45M3 3.2kW 1.6kW

60M3 4.2kW 2.1kW

75M3 5.1kW 2.6kW

90M3 6.3kW 3.2kW

105M3 7.4kW 3.7kW

120M3 8.4kW 4.2kW

KEY

 Poorly Insulated/Cold Climate

 Well Insulated/Warm Climate

USE THE CHART TO 
DETERMINE YOUR 
REQUIRED HEATING 
OUTPUT 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT HEATING 
SOLUTION FOR YOUR HOME

HEAT IN G & 
VENT I L AT ION

Create a sanctuary that welcomes you from the 

moment you step in the door, with perfectly warm 

air in winter, cool temperatures in summer, and dry, 

well-ventilated rooms all year round.

Our heating, cooling, and ventilation systems offer 

superior comfort, no matter what the weather.

Wood Fires

There’s nothing in the world like lighting a fire on  

a cold winter’s night, then sitting back and 

watching the mesmerising glow of crackling wood. 

Whichever brand you choose, all of our wood fires 

provide a safe, stylish and reliable source of heat 

and ambience.

Many of our models can also be used to heat your 

water supply, helping to cut down on power bills 

and keep you warm through power outages. 

Gas Fires 

All the warmth, atmosphere, and stylish design of a 

wood fire, without the maintenance. There’s a lot to 

love about gas fires.

With the flick of a switch you’ll be luxuriating in 

front of a warming gas fire that quickly heats the 

room and creates instant ambience.

Central Heating

Instant warmth, all throughout the house. Central 

heating offers ultimate comfort in record speed. 

Central heating also offers ultimate control. You 
can set different temperatures for different zones 
to suit individual comfort levels, and even control 
your thermostat from your phone.

This heating style also improves ventilation and 
reduces condensation – and, if you opt for an 
energy-efficient model, you’ll save on bills, too.

Heat Pumps

Warmth in winter, cool air in summer, and 
excellent whole-home temperature control – heat 
pumps offer year-round comfort for any  
New Zealand home. 

Whether you prefer a wall-mounted heat pump, 
floor console, or even a ducted system, we can 
help you select the perfect model for your home.

Ventilation

Kick out mould, eradicate dampness, and 
chase away stale air with an industry-leading 
ventilation system.

A good ventilation system gets fresh air flowing 
through each room all year round, creating a 
healthier home environment. It can also reduce 
electricity costs in winter by pulling warm air  
from the ceiling to heat your home and  
fight condensation. 

BATHROOM HEATING & VENTIL ATION 5



S2033 TESORO DIGITAL 
BATHROOM HEATER

•  Full programmable Smart Heater

•  Energy saving motion sensor

•  Full size mirror

•  10 year warranty

•  2kW, IP24, removable filter

7748976

S207T LE MINUTEUR  
BATHROOM HEATER

• 2.0kW

• Step down thermostat

• Power saving timer option

• Metal body and fan blade

7752876 (STAINLESS STEEL)

7752877 (WHITE)

S2088 PROFESSIONAL ALL 
METAL BATHROOM HEATER

• 2.4kW

 •  Adjustable step-down  
thermostat

•  10 year full replacement  
warranty

•  Elegant all metal design

•  Suits any sized bathroom

3804653 (STAINLESS STEEL)

3804654 (WHITE)

3804652 (ANTHRACITE)

S2068 CLASSIC 
BATHROOM HEATER 
•  2.4kW

•  Air-slip fan technology

•  Safe all metal fan

•  5 year full replacement warranty

3809406 (STAINLESS STEEL)

7731004 (WHITE)

The international team behind Serene Industries have been designing, building and distributing world quality home and 
commercial heating products for over 40 years.

Serene’s technically advanced bathroom heaters offer the best solutions for efficiently heating bathrooms and ensuites with both 
style and elegance.

BATHROOM HEATERS

A bathroom heater is a great addition to 
keep you and your family warm in winter 
after a bath or shower, and also to heat  
the room ensuring comfort during the cooler 
months.

A bathroom heater will help keep the room 
dry, clean and healthy by reducing mould 
and mildew.

There are a number of solutions available, 
whether you require wall or ceiling 
mounted, fan assisted or timed — 
PlaceMakers has you covered.

BATHROOM 
HEAT IN G & 
VENT I L AT ION

BATHROOM HEATING & VENTIL ATION 7Scan for  more informat ion



IXL TASTIC OVATION  
3 IN 1 – BATHROOM HEATER, 
EXHAUST FAN & LIGHT

• Strong centrifugal airflow up to 396m3/hr

• 3 x 4000K cool white frosted LED Downlights

• 800W heat lamp with Halo Heat Technology

•  Eco Friendly back draught flaps to prevent draughts 
and insects entering

• Australian Made and Designed

7760752

With a powerful centrifugal exhaust fan design, Tastic Ovation provides a strong airflow extraction up to 396m3/hr to eliminate 
steam instantly. Finished in a contemporary white fascia design with modern frosted 4000K cool white LED and 800W heat 
lamp with Halo Heat™ Technology, Ovation brings luxurious warmth and instant brightness to your bathroom. 

VENTFLO DUCTED CEILING EXHAUST FAN

•  Powerful airflow extraction

•  IP24 rated – can be installed directly above a shower

•  Removable fascia for easy cleaning

•  Easy plug-in installation

•  2 year replacement warranty

7760753 200MM

7760755 250MM

VENTFLO DUCTED CEILING EXHAUST FAN 
AND LIGHT 

• Powerful airflow extraction

• IP24 rated – can be installed directly above a shower

•  Energy saving 12W 4000K cool white LED panel

•  50,000 hours long life expectancy LED

•  2 year replacement warranty

7760754 200MM

7760756 250MM

Scan for  more informat ion BATHROOM HEATING & VENTIL ATION 9Scan for  more informat ion



Manrose makes it easy for you to make the right choice every time with a Terrazza Bathroom heater and a Contour fan selection.

CONTOUR RANGE FEATURES

•  Powerful, high pressure centrifugal fans,  
suitable for longer duct runs

• Premium ball bearing motor

• Stylish slim line design 

• Super low profile 

•  Choice of 150mm duct connecting 
the ceiling plenum with 90 moulded 
plastic elbow outlet and backflow 
preventer for unimpeded airflow, or 
adapter unit

•  Fascia’s are easy to install, remove 
and clean

CHOOSE YOUR FAN

CONTOUR TOILET FAN 
7731080 

CONTOUR KITCHEN AND 
LAUNDRY FAN
7731082 

CONTOUR BATHROOM FAN
7731081 

CONTOUR HIGH STEAM 
AREA FAN WITH ROUND 
WHITE FASCIA
7731083 

CONTOUR HIGH STEAM 
AREA FAN WITH SQUARE 
WHITE FASCIA
7731084 

CHOOSE YOUR FASCIA

100MM TOILET FAN

ROUND WHITE 7745247 

ROUND BLACK 7745248

SQUARE WHITE 7745249

SQUARE BLACK 7745251

ROUND WHITE LED 7745252

ROUND BLACK LED 7745253

SQUARE WHITE LED 7745254

SQUARE BLACK LED 7745255

150MM BATHROOM, LAUNDRY 
& KITCHEN FAN 

ROUND WHITE 7731085 

ROUND BLACK 7731086

SQUARE WHITE 7731087

SQUARE BLACK 7731088

ROUND WHITE LED 7731089

ROUND BLACK LED 7731090

SQUARE WHITE LED 7731091

SQUARE BLACK LED 7731092

TERRAZZA BATHROOM HEATER

• Suited to bathroom installations

• Instant projected heat

• 5m2 heating area

7729990

WALL MOUNTED BATHROOM FAN HEATER

• 2.4kW

•  Modern and compact design 

•  Automatic stepdown thermostat

•  Pull cord on/off switch

•  Available in 3 finishes

3809431 (BLACK SATIN)

3809422 (STAINLESS STEEL)

3809421 (GLOSS WHITE)

TANGENTIAL FAN BATHROOM HEATER

• 2.4kW

• All Steel Construction

• Quiet tangential fan

• Adjustable stepdown thermostat

• Available in 2 finishes

3809429 (STAINLESS STEEL)

3809430 (GLOSS WHITE)

Scan for  more informat ionScan for  more informat ion BATHROOM HEATING & VENTIL ATION 11



Whether you own a small or large home,  
if you want to heat or cool one room or 
the whole place, we have you covered. 
Working with the best heating products for  
New Zealand’s unique climates, we aim to 
bring the best solutions to suit every  
New Zealander’s needs.

Here at PlaceMakers we want to make 
home heating solutions simple, providing 
all seasonality options all year around  – 
whether you require a retro fit option or a 
new build option for your home heating 
or cooling, we have you sorted. From 
electric heaters and heat pumps to heat 
single rooms, to gas and solid fuel fires 
and professionally designed central heating 
systems, PlaceMakers brings a wide range 
of options never before seen from any other 
merchant in New Zealand.

Our friendly staff are trained to help you 
find a heating or cooling solution to suit 
your individual needs. If you need a new 
gas connection for the property you are 
working with, or an installer for your new 
found home heating or cooling product,  
we aim to help in providing an end to  
end solution. 

INDOOR HEAT IN G 
&  C OOL IN G

ELECTRIC HEATERS

SERENITY & EUROPA CONVECTION PANELS

• Adjustable thermostat

• Simple manual controls

• All metal construction

• IP24 

1KW 

7748977

1.5KW 

7752875

2KW 

7748978

2.4KW 

7752874

2.4KW 

7761915  

Programmable  

option

Serene have over 40 years experience in designing and manufacturing stylish products to deliver warmth and comfort to your 
home or commercial areas. Their products are built to last with their superior quality giving them the confidence to offer full 
replacement warranties.

S2028/29 SIRIO DIGITAL 
CONVECTION PANELS

• Fully programmable smart heater

• Electronic consumption optimisation

• 10 year full replacement warranty

• IP24

1KW 

7748979

2KW 

7748980

S2059 SCIOLTO 
RECESSED FAN HEATER 

• Quiet tangential fan

•  Fits most Skope  
heater cutouts

•  5 year full replacement  
warranty

•  2.4kW, IP24

3801120

S2055 OPTIMA WALL MOUNTED 
FAN HEATER  

•  2.4kW

• Brushless 3000 RPM motor

• 10 heats and speeds

• Unmatched performance and reliability

• Easy to use controls

3801112

Scan for  more informat ion BATHROOM HEATING & VENTIL ATION 13



A competitively priced system designed to save you money.

Energy Control System, coupled with energy efficient Dimplex® panel heaters, allow you to create a whole-home centrally 
controlled heating system for a fraction of the cost of other central heating systems.

You can also use Energy Control System to complement your existing primary heat source. Many homes have a heat source in 
the central living area but the other rooms are too cold; leading to sicknesses from prolonged exposure to cold temperatures or 
temperature fluctuations experienced moving between cold and warm areas.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR DIMPLEX PANEL HEATERS

ENERGY CONTROL SYSTEM HUB 

•  Distributes signal to NCU2R 
receivers to enable control of 
Dimplex® Alta Panel heaters; 
controlled by Energy Control 
System app to provide 
wireless whole home heating 
solution 

•  Control from anywhere with 
internet access

7729237

ENERGY CONTROL SYSTEM PANEL HEATER 
RECEIVER (NCU2R) 

•  Controls Dimplex® Alta Panel heaters 

•  Receives signal from Energy Control System HUB and app to 
provide wireless whole home heating solution

• Developed in Norway

•  Energy Control System 
provides the right amount  
of heat at the right time

•  Simple to set up  
and install

7729238

CASTOR FOR 
DIMPLEX® PANEL 
HEATERS

•  Castors allow your 
Dimplex® panel heater to 
portably move from room 
to room 

•  Easy installation

7729245

DIMPLEX® ALTA PANEL HEATER

•  Ultra accurate thermostat (± 0.3° C) lowers running cost

• Quiet operation

•  Designed in Norway, made in UK

•  10 year warranty on element, 7 years on panel 
(residential warranty)

DIMPLEX® ALTA TIMER  

• Dimplex® Multi-zone timer 

•  7 day programmable energy saving timer

•  Set different temperatures for  
different times of the day 

• Plugs into DTD4W range 

• LCD display

7762847 

1000W

7729240

1500W

7729242

2000W

7729243

2400W

7729244

RECESSED SPACE HEATER 
2400W

•  Attractive slim design

•  Powerful, quiet tangential fan

•  Fits into existing cut out for Skope 981E

•  Optional run timer

•  Adjustable thermostat

3804664

SURFACE MOUNT SPACE 
HEATER 2400W

•  Easy surface mount

•  Powerful, quiet tangential fan

•  Optional run timer

•  Adjustable thermostat

•  Electronic control

3804662

EXTERNAL CONTROL SURFACE 
MOUNT SPACE HEATER 2400W

•  Easy surface mount

•  Powerful, quiet tangential fan

•  Optional run timer

•  Adjustable thermostat

•  Designed for external control  
(Building Management)

7761938

Scan for  more informat ionScan for  more informat ion BATHROOM HEATING & VENTIL ATION 15



LIFESTYLE — KMTC

Fujitsu is a leading supplier of Heat Pump / Air conditioning products in New Zealand with a portfolio to suit both residential 
and commercial applications.

Whether you’re after a wall mounted unit for your bedroom or a ducted system for your family home, Fujitsu General has a Heat 
Pump / Air Conditioning solution to suit your heating and cooling needs. And it’s all backed by expert and friendly service you 
can trust.

The Lifestyle range offers high energy efficiency along with a sleek modern finish to blend seamlessly with any home’s interior.

Fujitsu KMTC Lifestyle 2.5kW Cooling/3.2kW Heating Wall Mounted Heat Pump 7729288

Fujitsu KMTC Lifestyle 3.5kW Cooling/3.7kW Heating Wall Mounted Heat Pump 7729289

Fujitsu KMTC Lifestyle 5.0kW Cooling/6.0kW Heating Wall Mounted Heat Pump 7729290

Fujitsu KMTC Lifestyle 6.0kW Cooling/7.2kW Heating Wall Mounted Heat Pump 7729291

Fujitsu KMTC Lifestyle 7.1kW Cooling/8.0kW Heating Wall Mounted Heat Pump 7729292

Fujitsu KMTC Lifestyle 8.5kW Cooling/9.0kW Heating Wall Mounted Heat Pump 7729293

Fujitsu KMTC Lifestyle 9.4kW Cooling/10.3kW Heating Wall Mounted Heat Pump 7729294

WIFI control options available

DUAL CONSOLES  

HEAT PUMP

The dual consoles deliver very fast 
heating/cooling and are also very 
versatile – designed to be installed 
on the floor or under the ceiling.

COMPACT FLOOR CONSOLES

The compact floor consoles deliver very fast heating/cooling and are perfect for homes where wall space is limited.

FUJITSU DUCTED

The ducted system is a whole home 
heating/cooling solution that allows you 
to condition multiple rooms or the entire 
house using just one system. The indoor 
unit is usually located in the ceiling or 
under the floor, so it doesn’t infringe on 
the aesthetics of your home.

COMPACT FLOOR CONSOLES

DUAL CONSOLES

Fujitsu 5.2kW Cooling/6.0kW Heating Floor Console Heat Pump 3804369

Fujitsu 7.1kW Cooling/9.0kW Heating Floor Console Heat Pump 3804370

Fujitsu 2.6/3.5kW Floor Console Heat Pump 3805394

Fujitsu 4.2/5.2KW Floor Console Heat Pump 3805395

Scan for  more informat ionScan for  more informat ion BATHROOM HEATING & VENTIL ATION 17



HI WALL SPLIT RANGE

As the creators of inverter technology, Toshiba continues to deliver top performance. Toshiba heat  
pumps are great way to heat or cool your home quickly and efficiently. They are stylish whilst delivering  
home heating technology that is healthy for your family and great for the environment.

Toshiba continue to deliver superior air quality, sound level, energy saving and environmental awareness.

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 2kW Cool / 2.5kW Heat 7765321

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 2.5kW Cool / 3.2kW Heat 7765322

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 3.5kW Cool / 4kW Heat 7765323

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 4.2kW Cool / 5.4kW Heat 7765324

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 5kW Cool / 5.6kW Heat  7765325

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 6kW Cool / 6.9kW Heat 7765326

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 7.1kW Cool / 8kW Heat 7765327

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 8kW Cool / 9kW Heat 7765328

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 9kW Cool / 10kW Heat 7765329

Toshiba Seiya Heat Pump 10kW Cool / 11.5kW Heat 7765330

•  Exclusive features and high 
performance

• Unique noise reduction function

• Ultra-quiet system

• Compatible with AC Control APP

•  Aqua resin coated coil to prevent 
water and dust from sticking to 
the coil

•  Sleek and smart design in three 
different sizes

Rinnai Q Series High Wall Heat Pump 2.5kW 5 star energy rating HSNRQ25B 7729377

Rinnai Q Series High Wall Heat Pump 3.5kW 5 star energy rating HSNRQ35B 7729378

Rinnai Q Series High Wall Heat Pump 5.2kW 4 star energy rating HSNRQ50B 7729379

Rinnai Q Series High Wall Heat Pump 7.0kW 3 star energy rating HSNRQ70B 7729380

Rinnai Q Series High Wall Heat Pump 8.4kW 2 star energy rating HSNRQ80B 7729381

Rinnai’s Q Series high wall heat pump range has a model that matches your application perfectly, from small bedrooms right up 
to large lounge and dining room areas. Inbuilt Wi-Fi technology means you never need to return to a cold home in winter again.

RINNAI DUCTED HEAT PUMP

Relax and enjoy total home comfort with 
a Rinnai Ducted Heat Pump system. 
Sporting up to 17.5kW rated heat output, 
Rinnai's ducted heat pumps can heat your 
whole home, or just the bedrooms via 
a compact 8kW system. There are four 
models to choose from. 

These discreet systems can be installed in 
new or existing homes.

Includes a wall mount controller 
compatible with smartphone app. 

RINNAI Q SERIES • Sleek design

• Quiet operation

• Multiple fan speeds

• Programmable timer

• R32 Refrigerant

HEAT PUMPS

Scan for  more informat ionScan for  more informat ion BATHROOM HEATING & VENTIL ATION 19



Utilising gas as a heat source is a fast 
and efficient way to heat air. Flued gas 
appliances provide fast, dry heating 
solutions for your home.

Gas burns much hotter than electric coil 
alternatives, and gas appliances are not 
affected by external air temperatures  
— meaning that the air delivery will be the 
same temperature no matter what is going  
on outside.

In New Zealand we use two forms of  
gas: Natural Gas, which is reticulated  
around most towns in the North Island  
and LPG which is stored in bottles and 
available across New Zealand from  
various companies.

Flued heating appliances are a preferred 
option — as the by-product of the burnt gas  
is expelled outside — eliminating inside 
moisture issues. 

In the South Island Natural Gas is not 
available, gas consumers have to use 
bottled or reticulated LPG.

For more information on how to connect to 
gas, contact heating@placemakers.co.nz or 
your nearest PlaceMakers branch for  
the details.

GAS HEAT IN G

RINNAI ENERGYSAVER 1005  
FLUED GAS HEATER

•  Rinnai’s highest heat output gas heater — 8.8kW

•  4.8 energy efficient star rating, which is the highest in its class

3800354/5 

RINNAI 
ENERGYSAVER 309 
FLUED GAS HEATER

•  Heats up to 3.1kW

•  Fast and energy efficient

3801262/4

INSTANT WARMTH AND SAVE ON YOUR ENERGY BILL

Rinnai’s Energysaver gas flued heaters deliver fast, energy-efficient heating, perfect for taking the chill off bedrooms.  
They also deliver excellent air quality, which is great news for people with asthma or allergies.

All of the Energysaver models can be either NG or LPG.

RINNAI 
ENERGYSAVER 561 
FLUED GAS HEATER 
4.8KW

• Heats up to 4.8kW

• Flued gas heater

•  Maintains air quality 
for a healthy breathing 
environment

3801681/2

RINNAI ENERGYSAVER  
559 FLUED GAS HEATER

• Heats up to 5.3kW

•  Delivers an ultra-clean  
breathing environment: 
whether you’re an allergy 
sufferer or not

•  Highly efficient: provides 
heat through floor-level 
outlets — whole areas are  
heated quickly

3801265/6

*Does not include flue 
—sold separately.

GAS HEATERS
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Escea is a classic New Zealand success story. Beginning in Dunedin in 2002, Escea’s founders, Nigel Bamford, Alan 
McGregor and Garth Milmine, started with a single idea: that a fireplace should not only be efficient and easy to use, but 
should also be a thing of remarkable beauty. Since then, Escea has become a well-established industry leader in the design, 
manufacture and export of leading-edge indoor and outdoor gas and wood fireplaces. Escea fireplaces are renowned for their 
modern, minimalist styling, heating efficiency and ease of use.

All gas fires available in LPG or natural gas.

ESCEA DS1150 FRAMELESS  
GAS FIREPLACE

• Truly frameless design combined with high heat output 

• Single or double sided 

•  Powered direct vent flue technology allowing flexible flue runs 

• Can be operated by smartphone app

• 8.5kW 

• 5 Star

7752962/47 SINGLE SIDED

7752950/67 DOUBLE SIDED

ESCEA DS1400 FRAMELESS  
GAS FIREPLACE 

• Truly frameless design combined with high heat output 

• Single or double sided 

•  Powered direct vent flue technology allowing flexible flue runs 

• Can be operated by smartphone app

• 9.5kW 

• 5 Star

7752946/63 SINGLE SIDED

7752951/66 DOUBLE SIDED

ESCEA DS1650 FRAMELESS  
GAS FIREPLACE 

•  Truly frameless design combined with 
high heat output 

• Single or double sided 

•  Powered direct vent flue technology 
allowing flexible flue runs 

•  Can be operated by smartphone app 

• 10.5kW 

• 5 Star

7752964/48 SINGLE SIDED 

7752968/52 DOUBLE SIDED

ESCEA DS1900 
FRAMELESS  
GAS FIREPLACE 

•  Truly frameless design combined 
with high heat output 

• Single or double sided 

•  Powered direct vent flue 
technology allowing flexible 
flue runs 

•  Can be operated by 
smartphone app 

• 10.5kW 

• 3.2 Star

7752965/49 SINGLE SIDED

7752953/69 DOUBLE SIDED

All available in LPG or Natural Gas.

GAS FIRES
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ESCEA DF960 GAS FIREPLACE 

•  Maximum viewable flame and generous heat output, with a 
variety of fascia styles available 

• Powered direct vent flue technology allowing flexible flue runs 

• Can be operated by smartphone app

• 7.7kW 

• 5 Star

7752956/40

ESCEA DF700 GAS FIREPLACE 

•  Maximum viewable flame and generous heat output, with a 
variety of fascia styles available 

•  Powered direct vent flue technology allowing flexible flue runs 

• Suitable for retrofit

• Can be operated by smartphone app

• 5.9kW 

• 5 Star

7752939/55

ESCEA DFS730 FREE STANDING GAS FIRE

•  Powered direct vent flue allows very long flue runs 

• Can be operated by smartphone app 

• 5.9kW 

•  Burn media options River Rock, Black Coal or logs

•  5 Star

4190247/4200013

ESCEA DF990 GAS FIRE 

•  Maximum viewable flame and generous heat output, with a 
variety of fascia styles available

• Powered direct vent flue technology allowing flexible flue runs

• Can be operated by smartphone app

•  4.9 Stars

•  8.2kW

7752941/57

ESCEA MANTEL

To complement the DF Series of insert fireplaces, 
there is a mantel available to purchase with the 
DF700, DF960 and DF990 fireplaces.

•  Constructed from MDF, the mantel comes with 
a white undercoat finish to allow you to finish 
the look with your choice of paint colour.

•  Infill panels included

DF700 MANTEL

7733566

DF960/990 MANTEL

7733567
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ESCEA DX1000 GAS FIREPLACE

• Multiroom heat ducting technology uses ducts to distribute heat around the room or house 

• Single sided or double sided options 

• Powered direct vent flue allows very long flue runs 

• Can be operated by Smartphone app 

• 8.4kW 

• 5 Star

7752961/45

ESCEA DX1500 GAS FIREPLACE

• Multiroom heat ducting technology uses ducts to distribute heat around the room or house 

• Single sided or double sided options 

• Powered direct vent flue technology allowing flexible flue runs 

• Can be operated by smartphone app

• 10.4kW 

• 5 Star

7752944/60

Both available in LPG or Natural Gas.

ESCEA DL1100 GAS FIREPLACE

•  High heat output and high efficiency fireplaces for heating large living areas 

• Can be operated by Smartphone app 

• Powered direct vent flue allows very long flue runs 

• 10.4kW 

• 5 Star

7752959/43

ESCEA DL850 GAS FIREPLACE

•  High heat output combined with high efficiency for large open living spaces 

•  Powered direct vent flue technology allowing flexible flue runs 

• Can be operated by smartphone app

• 9.2kW 

• 5 Star

7752942/58
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RINNAI EVOLVE 1252  
GAS FIREPLACE

•   Heats up to 8.4kW

•  High energy efficiency ratings & 
heat output

•  Control the temperature with the 
simple infra-red remote which 
makes operation easy and stress-
free. For more features such as 
timers and thermostatic control 
use the Rinnai Wi-Fi fireplace 
controller app available from the 
Apple App store or Google Play.

WITH BLACK FRAME AND OAK 
LOGSET MEDIA

4253064/5

Rinnai is passionate about bringing you the best possible fireplace performance and ambience. By combining leading 
technology with design inspired by New Zealand landscapes and architecture, we’ve made that happen. Manufactured right 
here in New Zealand, all Rinnai fireplaces reflect our unique Kiwi way of life and perform to Rinnai’s exacting standards. Rinnai 
gives you the gift of fire.

RINNAI COMPACT 2 GAS FIREPLACE

• Heats up to 5kW

•  Overheat switch and flame failure detectors are part of the safety 
specifications

• Quickly and effectively disperses the heat

•  Easy installation: shallow firebox will fit most existing fireplaces

• Operation is easy push button controls

•  Range of frame options; Matt Black Steel, Matt Black Steel with 
Stainless Steel Inner, Stainless Steel and Traditional Matt Black Steel

3801897 (TRADIT IONAL PICTURED)

RINNAI EMBER 600  
GAS FIREPLACE

• Heats up to 5kW

• Suitable for new builds and renovations

• 2 burn media options

• 3-sided and 4-sided frame options

• Large viewable flame area

• Available in two sizes (600mm wide and 700mm wide)

WITH TITANIUM FRAME

3800946/7 3 SIDED

3800948/9 4 SIDED

RINNAI NEO INBUILT  
GAS FIREPLACE

•  Heats up to 7kW

•   Simplistic design, will easily fit in with home decor

WITH BLACK ON STAINLESS STEEL INNER & TRIM

4253072/73

RINNAI ARRIVA 752  
GAS FIREPLACE

• Heats up to 7kW

•  Elegant and stylish: with 6 beautiful fascia options and modern 
quartz or black pebble burn media, the Arriva 752 will look 
amazing in your living room

WITH BLACK INNER ON STAINLESS STEEL OUTER FRAME  
AND WHITE QUARTZ BURN MEDIA

4250300/1 

RINNAI EVOLVE 952  
GAS FIREPLACE

• Heats up to 8.1kW

•  Choose the feature that works best in your home with silky oak 
logs or glowing river stones and the choice of 2 frames

•    Control the temperature with the simple infra-red remote  which 
makes operation easy and stress-free. For more features such 
as timers and thermostatic control use the Rinnai Wi-Fi fireplace 
controller app available from the Apple App store or Google 
Play

WITH BLACK FRAME AND STONES BURN MEDIA

4253068/9

RINNAI SYMMETRY 3611  
GAS FIREPLACE 

• Heats up to 7.5kW

• Heat two other rooms with heat transfer system

• Transfer heat via floor vent or a ceiling outlet

WITH PREMIUM FLAT STAINLESS STEEL ON BLACK FRAME

4250324/4253061
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RINNAI LINEAR 800  
SINGLE SIDED

• Heats up to 7.5kW

•  With its eye-catching design, this beautiful 800mm fire is sure to become 
the centrepiece of your home 

7728317/8

RINNAI LINEAR 800  
DOUBLE SIDED

• Heats up to 7.5kW

•  With its eye-catching double sided design, this beautiful 800mm fire is 
sure to become the centrepiece of your home

7728321/2

RINNAI LINEAR 800  
SINGLE SIDED FLAMETECH*

• Heats up to 7.7kW

•  With FlameTech, flames emanate from the logs themselves just as they do 
in real life. Flames also burn more realistically thanks to a class-leading 
flame height. The new technology even extends to the embers, allowing 
them to glow more brightly and naturally. This fire looks and feels more 
like a real fire than ever before

7728319/20

RINNAI LINEAR 800 
DOUBLE SIDED FLAMETECH*

• Heats up to 7.7kW

•  With FlameTech, flames emanate from the logs themselves just as they do 
in real life. Flames also burn more realistically thanks to a class-leading 
flame height. The new technology even extends to the embers, allowing 
them to glow more brightly and naturally. This fire looks and feels more 
like a real fire than ever before

7728323/4

*Reflective panels on the Linear collection are not standard and can be purchased at an additional cost.

RINNAI LINEAR 1000  
SINGLE SIDED*

• Heats up to 7.4kW

•  This beautifully proportioned fire will become the focal 
point for any room. Its generous one metre width gives 
it plenty of presence, as well as plenty of heat to warm 
your home

7728325/6

RINNAI LINEAR 1000  
DOUBLE SIDED*

• Heats up to 7.4kW

•  This beautifully proportioned fire will become the focal 
point for any room. Its generous one metre width gives 
it plenty of presence, as well as plenty of heat to warm 
your home

7728327/8

RINNAI LINEAR 1500 
SINGLE SIDED*

• Heats up to 8.5kW

•  At one and a half metres wide, this is 
a truly impressive-looking fire. This is 
a fire that’s a shining example of the 
wow factor. This is not just a means of 
heating your home, it’s an architectural 
statement

7728329/31

RINNAI LINEAR 1500 
DOUBLE SIDED

• Heats up to 8.5kW

•  At one and a half metres wide, this is 
a truly impressive-looking fire. This is 
a fire that’s a shining example of the 
wow factor. This is not just a means of 
heating your home, it’s an architectural 
statement

7728332/3

*Reflective panels on the Linear collection are not standard and CAN be purchased at an additional cost.
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LIVING FLAME BROOKLYN

• Heats up to 6.3kW

• Bio-Ethynol fuel burner

• No flue required

• Easy to install Zero Clearance Design

• Full manual operation

• Eco-friendly

• 2 stage convection fan

• No council approval required

• Designed for New Zealand homes

• 99% efficient

4254025

Living Flame is a New Zealand family owned business who have remained passionate about creating luxury, custom-made gas 
fireplaces for over 35 years. All Living Flame products are crafted in New Zealand by their highly skilled artisans, either by 
hand, or with the use of specialised, modern machinery. Every product is manufactured in the Living Flame factory in Auckland, 
using only the best quality materials that will stand the test of time. As a family business, they have a unique focus on the 
customer, where their knowledge, experience and cutting-edge equipment enable them to bring your ideas and designs  
to fruition.

LIVING FLAME THERMOFLOW

• Heats up to 5kW

• LPG / Natural Gas

•  Logs, coals & cotswold stones burn media 
options

• Electronic hand remote

• Electronic switching

• Smart wire functionality

• Manual control

• Open front

4252062

LIVING FLAME PLANIKA

• Heats up to 6.4kW

• Anti-reflective glass — front

• LPG / Natural Gas powered

• Seismic activity sensor

• Service reminder

• Remote control

• Smart Home System compatible

• Wi-Fi (mobile device control)

• 15 levels of flame height

4254028 

*Available in three different  
glass configurations

PLANIKA VALENTINO RANGE

Planika combines all the features of a modern and advanced gas fireplace. With the most natural-looking ceramic logs, 
decorative elements and beautifully natural flames, Planika gas fire places are a perfect alternative for traditional wood-burning 
fireplaces. Available in LPG and natural gas configurations.
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Wood Fires can be an environmentally 
friendly heat source as they use a sustainable 
fuel source and are often less expensive to 
run than electric alternatives with the added 
bonus of heat to your room, even when there 
is no power.

Many wood fires now also come with the 
additional benefits of colour options to fit any 
décor and cook tops to heat your food or 
kettle, perfect for a cosy night in.

Should you decide to buy a wood fire please 
be aware there are some regulations in 
place around New Zealand. Please check 
with your local council on the clean air 
requirements for your area.

Heat transfer kits are a great add on option 
for wood fires delivering excess heat to other 
rooms such as your bedroom so you don’t 
have to leave a nice warm room.

WOOD F IRES

A Woodsman fire does more than heat the entire home. It can also heat water which saves considerably on power bills. It 
can provide a level of comfort and security against the possibility of electricity restrictions or outages. In such emergencies a 
Woodsman stove model will not only provide welcome heat and light, it will also become a very effective cooktop.

COLERIDGE ULTRA LOW EMISSION 
BURNER

• 8.9kW Maximum average heat output

• 6mm Carbon Steel Fire box

• Clean air and ULEB approved (All Zones)

• Pedestal or Leg Base options

• 15 Year Fire Box Warranty

• 2 Year consumable parts Warranty

LEGS

7762845

PEDESTAL

7762846

SERENE ULTRA LOW 
EMISSION BURNER

•  8.5kW Maximum average 
output

• 8mm steel cook top

• Approved for all zones

• Built in ash scoop

•  Optional water heater 
available

•  Price includes standard  
Heat Saver Flue kit and Shield

•  2 year consumable parts 
warranty

7727246
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FLARE WITH LEGS

4250464

FLARE WITH 
WOOD BOX

4250469

WOODSMAN FLARE  
FREE STANDING WOODSTOVE

• 12.0kW Maximum average output

• 6mm steel firebox

•  Clean air approved (except 0.7 Zones)

• 3 base options

•  Optional clean air water heater

•  Colour options available at additional cost

•  15 year fire box warranty

4251884

WOODSMAN TOTARA  
WOOD FIRE INSERT

• 7.3kW Maximum average output

• 6mm steel fire box 

• Zero Clearance option available

•  Clean air approved (except 0.7 zones) 

• 15 year fire box warranty

4251134

WOODSMAN TARRAS MKIII  
FREE STANDING WOODSTOVE

• 16.9kW Maximum average output

• 6mm steel firebox

•  8mm thick functional  
cook top

• Clean air approved

•  Optional clean air  
water heater 

•  15 year fire box  
warranty

4250380

WOODSMAN TASMAN MKII  
FREE STANDING WOODSTOVE

• 14.3kW Maximum average output

• 6mm steel firebox

• Functional cook top

• Clean air approved

•  Optional clean air  
water heater

•  15 year fire box  
warranty

4250381

$2,589

YUNCA MONTE EURO WOODBURNER

• Estimated 20kW maximum — heats up to 200m2

•  Modern stylish European look with convenient wood storage

• 8mm thick cook top

• Clean Air model with water booster available

•  40mm thick bricks for high efficiency and slow overnight heat release

4250873

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS

STANDARD OPTIONAL COLOUR

ARCTIC

WHITE

SAFFRON

SILVER

GREY

BLUE

GREY
CHOCOLATE

SAGE

HTP

BLACK

GUNMETAL

BLACK

YUNCA OSCAR WOODBURNER

• Estimated 12kW maximum — heats up to 120m2

•  Can be used as both a primary or secondary heating source

• 40mm thick bricks

• Cook top

4251908

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS

STANDARD OPTIONAL COLOUR

ARCTIC

WHITE

SAFFRON

SILVER

GREY

BLUE

GREY
CHOCOLATE

SAGE

HTP

BLACK

GUNMETAL

BLACK

Yunca have a long established reputation for uncompromising build quality and heating ability. As a New Zealand owned 
business they understand our demanding climate and the desire for modern and stylish wood burners that stand the test of time. 
Yunca fires are more than just a heater with many having colour options available to inspire a redesign or fit your current decor.

IN HTP 
BLACK

YUNCA MONTE LEG WOODBURNER 

• Estimated 20kW maximum — heats up to 200m2

• Modern stylish fire with contemporary slim lines

• 8mm thick cook top

•  Clean air model with water booster available 

•  40mm thick bricks for efficiency and slow overnight heat release

4251899

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS

STANDARD OPTIONAL COLOUR

ARCTIC

WHITE

SAFFRON

SILVER

GREY

BLUE

GREY
CHOCOLATE

SAGE

HTP

BLACK

GUNMETAL

BLACK

IN HTP 
BLACK
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YUNCA MONTE BASE WOODBURNER

• Estimated 20kW maximum — heats up to 200m2

• Modern stylish fire incorporating an 8mm thick cook top

• Large Glass area for maximum ambience

• Clean Air model with water booster available

•  40mm thick bricks for efficiency and slow overnight heat release

4250860

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS

STANDARD OPTIONAL COLOUR

ARCTIC

WHITE

SAFFRON

SILVER

GREY

BLUE

GREY
CHOCOLATE

SAGE

HTP

BLACK

GUNMETAL

BLACK

YUNCA WEGJ WOODBURNER

• Estimated 22kW maximum — heats up to 220m2

• Drop down door

• Wide opening for larger logs

•  Timeless design with an excellent clean air rating

• Quality enamel finish

4250763

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS

GUNMETAL

BLACK
CHARCOAL

STANDARD OPTIONAL COLOUR

IN HTP 
BLACK

IN 
GUNMETAL 
BLACK

YUNCA XANDER

• Estimated 18kW maximum — heats up to 180m2

• One of the largest outputs in its class

• Drop down door, modern clean lines

• 2 speed fan for faster heat circulation

• Large viewing window for maximum ambience

•  Zero Clearance and masonry options available  
(Zero Clearance model shown)

4250875

YUNCA TOMMI 
WOODBURNER

•  Large panoramic Wood Burner.  
Capable of heating up to 300m2

•  Stunning studio glass for maximum 
ambience with Yunca’s signature 
dropdown door

•  Integrated heat exchanger and 
external  
2-speed fan for exceptional heat 
distribution

• Heats up to 300m2

•  arge studio glass for maximum 
ambience

• Large drop down door

• HTP Metallic black finish

IN HTP BLACK

7734425

YUNCA OLLI WOOD 
BURNER 

•  Integrated heat exchanger with 
thermostatically controlled fan 
for exceptional heat distribution

•  Large panoramic viewing with 
drop down door

• Clean modern design

• Heats up to 250m2

• Beautiful clean burning heat

7762914
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YUNCA MONTE EURO HYBRID  
MULTIFUEL FIREPLACE

• Estimated 20kW maximum - heats up to 200m2

• Overnight burn

• Modern stylish fire

• Ash pan for ease of use

• Optional water booster

• 8mm thick cook top

• 40mm thick bricks

4250881

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS

YUNCA MONTE HYBRID 
MULTIFUEL FIREPLACE

• Estimated 20kW maximum — heats up to 200m2

• Overnight burn

• Modern stylish fire

• Ash pan for ease of use

• Optional water booster

• 8mm thick cook top

• 40mm thick bricks

4250880

4251903

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS

YUNCA BLENZ HYBRID 
MULTIFUEL FIREPLACE

• Estimated 20kW maximum — heats up to 200m2

• Overnight burn

• Traditional look with enamel finish

• Ash pan for ease of use

• Optional water booster

• 40mm thick bricks

4250743

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS

IN 
GUNMETAL 
BLACK

Yunca Heating has New Zealand’s widest range of hybrid multi-fuel fires, which are designed to burn wood, coal or  
a combination of all three. Yunca have an extremely impressive history of reliable, durable and long lasting multi-fuels that have 
been loved in New Zealand for decades. Install a Yunca hybrid multi-fuel, for that strong performance and overnight burn.

STANDARD OPTIONAL COLOUR

ARCTIC

WHITE

SAFFRON

SILVER

GREY

BLUE

GREY
CHOCOLATE

SAGE

HTP

BLACK

GUNMETAL

BLACK

STANDARD OPTIONAL COLOUR

ARCTIC

WHITE

SAFFRON

SILVER

GREY

BLUE

GREY
CHOCOLATE

SAGE

HTP

BLACK

GUNMETAL

BLACK

GUNMETAL

BLACK
CHARCOAL

STANDARD OPTIONAL COLOUR
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Everything ESSE know about cooking and heating distilled into an iconic range of cook stoves.

ESSE has been hand-building range cookers and stoves since 1854, with an absolute commitment to quality and performance. 
ESSE products have been relied upon in some of the world’s most demanding environments – from the kitchens of the Savoy, the 
unforgiving wilds of the Antarctic Tundra, to the Houses of Parliament in London, through the harshest conditions in New Zealand 
and Australia, they are built to last.

ESSE 700

• Stunning widescreen glass

• Heats up to 110m2

• Multifuel Heater

• Cast Iron cooktop

•  Ash pan for easy  
ash removal

7730371

ESSE WARMHEART FIRE  
& COOKER

• Clean air approved (dry)

• Heats up to 50m2

• Easy to use cooktop

• BBQ inside your stove

• Overnight burn

7730369

WET MODEL

7730370

ESSE BAKEHEART FIRE  
& COOKER

• Clean air approved (dry)

• Heats up to 50m2

•  Target cooktop for different temperatures

• Large single oven

• BBQ inside your stove

• Overnight burn

7730366

WET MODEL

7730367
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R5000 PEDESTAL  
WOOD FIRE

•  Suitable for Large Homes 
(4+ Bedrooms)

•  6mm steel baffle lasts longer 
lowering running costs 

•  NES, ECAN and ORC 
Airshed 1 approved

• Built in easy clean ash pan

• Extended burn time

• 8mm radiant cook top

• Also available in Leg Base

7728859

AKAROA WOOD FIRE

• Reimagines the traditional 
fireplace, offering a sleek, 
European design while retaining 
the warmth and heart of a family 
wood burner

• Suitable for small to medium 
homes (2 to 3 bedrooms)

• 6mm steel baffle lasts longer 
lowering running costs 

•  NES, ECAN and ORC  
Airshed 1 approved

• Built in easy clean ash pan

• Radiant cook top

7728867

R3000 LEG WOOD 
FIRE

•  Suitable for small to Medium 
Homes (2 to 3 Bedrooms)

•  6mm steel baffle lasts longer 
lowering running costs

•  NES, ECAN and ORC Airshed 
1 clean air approved

• 6mm radiant cook top

•  Also available in Pedestal and 
Wood Stacker base options

7728853

I7000 RURAL INBUILT WOOD FIRE

• Suitable for Large homes (4+ bedrooms)

• For Zero Clearance installation

• Expansive viewing window

• 6mm steel baffle lasts longer lowering running costs

•  Must have ducted air vents  
for efficient heating

7728875

Masport offers a large selection of fire that can be installed in all the regions of New Zealand. All the Masport models meet the 
National Environment Standards (NES), which require minimum efficiency of 65% and less than 1.5g/kg of particulate emissions 
from burnt dry wood. Masport also offers Ultra-Clean models that meet the Real-life Emission Standards imposed in Environment 
Canterbury and Nelson regions.
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JAYLINE SS200

• Heats up to 14kW

• Compact firebox

• 6mm cooktop

• Rural option available

• 15 year warranty

4200367

JAYLINE FR300

• Heats up to 16kW

• Soft glide ash draw

• 8mm cooktop

• Clean air water booster option

• 15 year warranty

4200370

JAYLINE IS550 

• Heats up to 14kW

• Convection heating

• Zero clearance option makes it 
perfect for retrofitting or  
new builds

• 15 year warranty

4200374

JAYLINE SPITFIRE

• Heats up to 19kW

• Convection heating

• Cooktop

• Low rear clearance

• 15 year warranty

4200371

FISHER HANMER

• Heats up to 25kW

• Largest clean air fire in market

• Clean air water booster available

• Fits logs up to 500mm in length

• 10 year warranty

4200376

JAYLINE FR400

• Heats up to 20kW

• Largest window in its class

• Soft glide ash draw

• 8mm cooktop

• 15 year warranty 

4200372

Jayline are a Nelson based company and therefore understand the needs of Kiwi homes, which has allowed them to design 
wood fires specifically for New Zealand homes. They have seen many changes to wood fires over their 45 years but have 
ensured they maintain quality, innovation and service.
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A central heating system provides warmth 
to the whole home from one main source 
distributing to multiple rooms.

It offers the ultimate control as you can set 
different temperatures for different zones to 
suit individual comfort levels or requirements 
of the room.

Central Heating also improves home 
ventilation and reduces condensation 
allowing for an all round healthier home.

You can select the added benefit of being 
able to control your thermostat from  
your phone.

It offers radiant cooling to houses planning 
to have underfloor hydronic warm water 
central heating. It’s not air conditioning, but 
a more comfortable cooling sensory relief, 
more comfortable to the human body than 
cooling the air.

CENTRAL  HEAT IN G

CENTRAL HEATING  
OPTIONS FOR YOUR HOME

Central Heating is one of the best ways to effectively and efficiently heat your home.

Central Heating systems comprise of either forced air — where warm air is delivered to each room via a ducted system — or 
with a reticulated system, where warm fluid heats radiator panels located in each room.

CENTRAL HEATING BENEFITS:

  You can control the temperature with the 
thermostat and use the timer to set auto on 
and off.

  Many systems are zone-controlled which 
allow setting different temperatures in 
different rooms simultaneously.

  Central heating can reduce moisture  
in the home without the need for  
a ventilation system.

  Central heating can be a discrete way of 
heating as the heat source is located out of 
the way on room exterior walls.

  Some forced air systems have the ability for 
‘add on’ cooling components for use in  
the summer. 

  Using the same air-to-water heat pump for 
warming the floor slab in winter, your heat 
pump can also switch into reverse cycling 
cooling mode for ultimate cooling relief 
throughout your home.
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GAS CENTRAL 
HEATING

BONAIRE MB5

• 5 star energy efficiency rating 

• Non condensing eliminating the need for a condensate drain

• Modulating gas valve 

•  Integrated four zone control  
standard, heat only the 
rooms you need when 
you need them*** 

•  Option of an 8 
zone system for total 
comfort and maximum 
efficiency***

•  Selected models 
available in ULPG

7731853-6

BONAIRE MB6

• 6 star efficiency rating 

• High efficiency four stage heat exchanger 

•  Automatically adjusts the gas rate  
as your home reaches set 
temperature 

•  Auto adjusting room air fan 

•  4 zone control board as 
standard so you can heat 
only the rooms you need** 

•  Option of an 8 zone 
system for total comfort and 
maximum efficiency*** 

•  Selected models  
available in ULPG

7731857/8, 7731860/1

Bonaire gas ducted central heating system has the ability to heat your whole house in just ten minutes, and control the 
temperature in four zones independently, Bonaire is a cost-effective, energy efficient home heating option with the key benefits of 
no unsightly wall fixtures and My Climate Wi-Fi app control.

Enquire in branch or via heating@placemakers.co.nz for a design and quote.

*Bonaire recommends that a Bonaire Rhino 4,5 or 6 star heater changeover installation is installed with a Navigator hard wired or 
remote control to enable modulation function. **4 Zones standard with 4, 5 and 6 units with an option for 8. Zone motors supplied 
and installed by air conditioning retailer at additional cost. *** Zone dampers and motors supplied by installer at additional costs.

BONAIRE RHINO

• 4 star energy efficiency ratings 

• Quick and simple changeover 

•  Compatible with MyClimate 
Wi-Fi control 

•  4 zone control board as 
standard** 

•  Option of an 8 zone 
system for total comfort and 
maximum efficiency***

7731862 (30KW)

7731863 (20KW)

BONAIRE MB4

• Modulating gas valve = reduced energy bills 

• Integrated four zone control standard***

•  Unit can run as low as 10% 
of its total capacity 

•  Induced draft combustion 
for improved energy 
efficiency 

•  Electronic ignition — 
no pilot light 

•  Quiet efficient operation

•  Option of 8 integrated 
zones 

• Easy installation

7731846-51
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Rinnai transforms a house into a home. Life into 
living. Comfort into experience. A reputation for 
innovation, reliability and quality for over 50 years 
has led to Rinnai being recognised as the leading 
New Zealand gas ducted heating solution. 

Each Rinnai or Brivis heating system is tailored for 
New Zealand homes and is guaranteed to provide 
your home with warm, cosy air for many years. The 
beauty of central heating is what you don’t see, 
it’s all hidden within the walls of your home — just 
vents to let the heat out and a controller to deliver 
controllable warmth to the whole home.

Enquire in branch or via  
heating@placemakers.co.nz for a design and quote.

BUFFALO BX5 
SERIES

•  The Rinnai BX5 
5 star heater has 
been designed 
with efficiency and 
reliability in mind. The 
perfect solution for 
replacing your existing 
Buffalo but with the 
improved 5 star 
energy rating

• 2 speed flue fan 

• 5 year warranty

RINNAI SP6 SERIES

•  Rinnai's most efficient range, the SP6 series is cleverly engineered 
to use less gas than traditional ducted gas heaters. This is achieved 
through Quattra technology, a superior 4-pass heat exchanger with 
modulating gas valve — meaning you get superior temperature 
control and greater efficiency 

•  Highest possible gas energy rating 

•  Rinnai ZonePlus™ compatible

• Reduced carbon emissions 

• Supports Rinnai Touch Wi-Fi 

•  5 year parts and labour warranty 

•  ZonePlus™ allows you to have up to four individually controlled zones. 
ZonePlus™ can be achieved with a combination of products  
(Touch or Network controllers and/or sensor units, and one 
damper for each zone), which are best discussed during your 
home appraisal

BUFFALO BX3 
SERIES

•  The Rinnai 
Buffalo external 
weatherproof units 
have been reliably 
keeping New 
Zealanders warm for 
over 35 years 

•  Natural gas 
connections only 

•  5 year parts and 
labour warranty

RINNAI SP5 SERIES

•  The Rinnai SP5 series delivers excellent efficiency while using 
less gas to heat your home, all without the need for drains. 
Rinnai can now not only deliver a 5 star rating without producing 
condensate, but can offer a cheaper way of getting 5 star 
efficiency without compromising on quality

•  Rinnai ZonePlus™ compatible 

•  Supports Rinnai Touch Wi-Fi 

•  5 year parts and labour warranty

•  Two natural gas models available; 21kW or 30kW
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WARM WATER  
CENTRAL HEATING

CENTRAL HEATING CONTROLLERS

A thermostat monitors the room temperature and switches the heat source off when it’s warm enough, then turns it back on again if 
the room temperature drops. Other central heating controls include timers that turn the boiler on or off at set times and programmers 
that allow you to adjust temperatures for different days of the week. Another popular option is a smart thermostat. These work 
remotely via your mobile device or computer, so you can adjust the temperature in your home, even when you’re not there.

NEST DIGITAL LEARNING 
THERMOSTAT

•  App control

•  Quick view menu

•  Lifestyle Learning — The 
Nest Thermostat adjusts 
to your lifestyle to reduce 
heating costs

7730899

$620

SMART ONE DIGITAL 
THERMOSTAT

• App control

• Heating and Cooling

• Self-learning with geo-location

• Floor probe - Min/Max  
floor temperature

• Humidity sensing for  
radiant cooling

7737362

NEO DIGITAL 
PROGRAMMABLE 
THERMOSTAT

•  Easy navigation

•  Self learning preheat

•  Temperature hold

•  Key lock feature

•  Backlit display

7730840

$215

NEO DIGITAL 
PROGRAMMABLE 
THERMOSTAT HUB

•  The Heatmiser neoHub is the 
gateway to the Neo System, 
providing remote control of all 
neoStat’s and neoPlug’s from  
your iOS, Android and  
Windows 10 device

7730842

$505

DIGITAL PROGRAMMABLE 
THERMOSTAT

•  User friendly digital thermostat

•  Controls air temperature

•  Minimum floor temperature

•  Floor probe length 2.97m

7717013

$166

ENJOY THE FEELING OF SUMMER ALL YEAR ROUND WITH WARM-WATER CENTRAL 
HEATING. THE MOST EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE WHOLE-HOME HEATING SOLUTION.

Enjoy the benefits of heating your whole home evenly, eliminate cold spots, drafts and damp. Tailor a heating system to your 
home for a more efficient system than other heating options. We offer a range of heat sources and heat emitters with easy to use 
controls producing a completely silent heating system.

Scan for  more informat ion

Note: Radiators are sold as par t of a central heating system and require a heat source. Radiator output is 
based on the fol lowing condit ion: 80/60/20 — f low temperature/return temperature/room temperature.

MULTICOLONNA 
DESIGNER RADIATORS 
(DELONGHI)

• Compliments contemporary 
and traditional settings

• Horizontal and vertical  
models available

• 2 to 6 columns deep

• Up to 3000mm high and 
2786mm long

Special ordered product

(Enquire in branch or via 
heating@placemakers.co.nz 
for options)

ARROLL DESIGNER 
RADIATOR

•  Combine classic beauty and 
authentic craftmanship

• 24 models available

• Modular design

•  Available in a variety  
of colours

Special ordered product

(Enquire in branch or via 
heating@placemakers.co.nz 
for options)

Radiators provide a responsive and flexible heating option for both new and existing homes. They heat up and cool down quickly, 
so are ideally suited to New Zealand’s changeable weather conditions and the typically busy lifestyles of New Zealanders.

KORADO LINE 
RADIATOR

• Contemporary design that 
compliments modern  
home decor

• 25 year functional warranty

• 8 port radiator for flexible 
installation

• Horizontal and vertical 
models available

Sizes available: 

Height 400 and 900mm, 
Length 600 to 1800mm

DELONGHI STEEL 
PANEL RADIATOR

• Practical and silent

• 25 year functional warranty

• Low surface temperature

• Easy fit wall brackets 
included

Sizes available: 

300mm to 900mm high, 
400mm to 3000mm long
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INVEST IN YOUR COMFORT WITH THE LATEST HEAT PUMP TECHNOLOGY 

Made in Japan for Central Heating New Zealand, Chofu air-to-water heat pumps are ideal for warm water underfloor heating/
cooling, radiator heating and domestic hot water production. With heating technology that boasts higher efficiencies, lower 
operation costs and more eco-friendly features than traditional heating methods, the Chofu range has become a popular option 
across New Zealand. Chofu heat pumps are world leading with patented anti-frost technology that ensures high performance is 
maintained in temperatures as low as -20°C.

CHOFU AIR-WATER  
HEAT PUMP

•  6, 10 & 16kW hydronic heat pump

•  Manufactured in Japan

•  Inverter compressor

•  R32 refrigerant gas

•  Max flow temperature of 60°C, min 
outside air temperature -20°C

•  5 year warranty

6KW 7728381 (Heat pump only)

*10KW 7718283

*16KW 7728380 

*Includes pump, expansion vessel, and 
pressure gauge

Gas, Diesel & Biomass boilers also available.
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BAXI HWC INDIRECT COIL CYLINDERS 
(SINGLE & TWIN)

• 50mm insulation

• Built-in control stat for boiler or heat pump

• Includes TPR Kit

• Includes electric Element 3kW 

• Available in 300L Twin Coil Cylinder

200L 7615494

300L 7615496

300L Twin Coil Cylinder 7615497 

HOT WATER 

Unlike many other methods of heating the home, central 
heating systems can provide both home and hot water 
heating with one system. By adding hot water heating to your 
central heating system, you can save up to 70% on your hot 
water heating costs.

COOLING 

We need heating around 200 days of the year but during 
the warmer summer months, a little cooling is needed to 
take the edge off those warm days. Cooling dwellings and 
office spaces using water-based delivery systems have been 
used extensively around the world for decades, but now an 
addition to the technology is using floor, wall, and ceiling 
surfaces with water pipes to radiantly cool. Consider adding 
cooling to your new or existing heatpump/underfloor central 
heating system.
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RADIANT HEATING AND COOLING

Waterware’s expertise is in radiant heating and cooling. This type of comfort management has many benefits, and it’s the 
underlying reason why Waterware has developed mastery in this area with three technologies available for commercial and 
residential applications; Active Ceiling, Underfloor and Radiators. These systems all provide a uniformity of temperature, are 
silent, healthy, and represent a low running cost option for home or commercial heating and cooling solutions. With no air 
blowers there is no air movement, and no recirculation or collection of dust particles - resulting in cleaner air. All systems can 
be efficiently managed through a centralised controller that caters to zoning requirements. This allows you to minimise any 
wasted heat. Flexibility is also provided where either electric, gas, or diesel boilers - which support the radiant energy systems - 
can be installed depending on the available services in your area.

1   ACTIVE CEILING

Active Ceiling is a heating and cooling system which is 
concealed behind the ceiling drywall sheets, making it 
completely out of sight and out of mind. Warm or cool 
water is circulated through the ceiling panels, which adds or 
removes energy from the space below. 

Designed and manufactured in Italy, the innovative 
conditioning system provides an environment of unique thermal 
comfort and health throughout your home. The temperature 
delivered by the radiant energy based system is thus more 
uniform and the air is healthier without compromising 
functionality and aesthetics. As a result, those who invest in 
Active Ceiling get to enjoy a healthier form of heating and 
cooling for their home or business. 

2   UNDERFLOOR

Underfloor heating and cooling is a form of radiant energy 
which achieves indoor climate control and thermal comfort 
through even temperature distribution. It offers an invisible 
solution whereby the pipe system is installed below the 
surface of the floor, allowing the freedom to design creative, 
flexible, and spacious interiors. 

The water based (hydronic) underfloor heating and cooling 
system is located underneath your floor which provides an 
even distribution of temperature throughout your home from the 
floor upwards.

This in-turn creates a consistent temperature and resulting 
thermal comfort day and night. 
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6   VENTO-EXPERT

The Vento-Expert is equipped with a humidity sensor for 
indoor humidity control. If the humidity increases above set 
point, the unit adjusts its speed setting. It can either operate 
as an independent unit or be connected with other units and 
controlled via a master unit. 

• Up to 93% heat recovery for apartments, houses, offices, and 
commercial spaces

• Supplies fresh dry air and removes stale damp air while 
recovering 93% of internal heat

• Prevents heat loss and excessive moisture caused by opening 
windows

• Whisper quiet operation from 11DBA

• Controls internal humidity levels for optimum health and comfort 

5   VRC700 CONTROLLER 

The thermostat controller sets the schedule for 
heating, cooling, and hot water performance. In 
the winter time it uses temperature compensation to 
maximise comfort and minimise running costs, whilst 
in summer it uses dew point management to prevent 
condensation on the chosen solution.

4   UNITOWER

Indoor unit is a compact, 
attractive solution with all system 
components inside one tall unit 
for simple installation, and ideal 
for properties with limited space. 

It provides comfort in domestic 
hot water, with an integrated 
tank of 188L of capacity, with a 
maximum efficiency A+ for an XL 
demand profile with guaranteed 
significant energy savings. 

• Heating system components 
integrated within the uniTOWER 

• 188L cylinder capacity delivers 
up to 380L of hot water for up to 
five people including the use of 
rainfall showers 

• Quick and easy installation within 
just one day 

3   AROTHERM PLUS HEAT PUMP

The aroTHERM Plus Heat Pump provides heating and hot 
water from renewable energy. It’s perfect for both new build 
and retrofit properties that demand low running costs, high 
efficiency, and an environmentally friendly solution. 

• The aroTHERM Plus Heat Pump is an outdoor unit which comes in 
a variety of outputs to suit every property

• Ultra high efficiency air to water heat pump

• Low noise level (35dBA @4meters) ensures quiet operation for 
the comfort of home owners and neighbours 

• Quick and easy to install

• Two models available; 9kW and 16kW 
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Ventilation helps the circulation of fresh air 
through your home. It allows moisture and 
airborne pollutants to escape, and fresh clean 
air to be drawn into your home resulting in 
better air quality.

The importance of ventilation in our homes 
is often overlooked but the benefits are clear 
and significant in keeping your family healthy. 
These benefits include preventing mould & 
mildew, protecting against dust mites and 
reducing vapour and moisture which in turn 
reduce the risk of virus infection, asthma and 
other respiratory problems. This section of 
catalogue highlights PlaceMakers’s range 
of ventilation systems with something to suit 
every home.

This section also outlines Heat Transfer 
options which can be a good add on to your 
chosen heating solution. They are a great 
way to utilize excess warm air from living 
rooms that feature solid fuel burners,  
to provide some heat to the bedrooms via  
a ducted system in the ceiling.

HOME VENTILATION  
& HEAT TRANSFER

BENEFITS:

  Positive indoor pressure reduces moisture in your home

  Dry homes improve family wellbeing and reduce winter illness

  Reduce your winter heating costs by utilising warm air from the ceiling

  Reduced moisture prolongs the life of your home

  Home ventilation filters the air you breathe

HEATING SOLUTIONS MADE SIMPLE

VENTILATION PREVENTS CONDENSATION BUILD UP IN 
YOUR HOME, BUT WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

Condensation forms on a surface when the temperature of that surface is below the dew point of the 
surrounding air. As air cools, its relative humidity rises until it reaches a point where it is saturated and can 
no longer hold on to all the moisture. The temperature at which this occurs is the dew point and it will vary 
depending on the moisture content of the air.

Condensation in your home can result in mould & mildew build up which can damage your window frames 
and clothes. Dust mites and fungal spores thrive in warm, humid places often creating respiratory problems 
for your family.

This can be prevented by installing a home ventilation system which will provide better air quality  
and potentially save you money on your heating bills as drier air is easier to heat.

HOME VENTILATION 
SYSTEMS

HOME VENTIL ATION & HEAT TRANSFER



SMARTVENT LITE RANGE

• Centralised positive pressure ventilation

• Automated, fresh filtered air from the roof cavity to rooms

• Rental lock option to prevent users from switching off

• Incoming and in-room air temperature sensing – for your comfort

• Low-temperature protection and one-touch boost mode

• Expandable up to 12 rooms

SMARTVENT POSITIVE RANGE

• Centralised positive pressure ventilation

• Automated, fresh filtered air from the roof cavity, or outside, to rooms

• Seasonal upgrades and system add-ons are available

• Incoming and in-room air temperature sensing – for your comfort

• Low-temperature protection and one-touch boost mode

• Expandable up to 12 rooms

SmartVent home ventilation systems create better air quality resulting in better health. The SmartVent home ventilation systems are 
future proofed with optional upgrades and extensions. This allows you to install a SmartVent system with peace of mind knowing 
that you can add-on features* like fresh air intakes, heat transfer and extra outlets whenever it suits you or your budget.

*Fresh air intake, tempering heater and heat transfer is not available for the lite ranges.

QUALITY COMPONENTS 
SmartVent systems use superior quality fans, filters, ducts & diffusers to introduce air into the home.

WHISPER QUIET 
SmartVent systems use top quality insulated, acoustic ducting to reduce air noise and retain temperature.

PREMIUM FILTERS 

SmartVent systems use medical-grade F7 filters to capture dust, pollen and mould spores as standard.

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY 
Backed by the manufacturer’s 5 year warranty, SmartVent fans are truly reliable.

SMARTVENT EVOLVE2

• Centralised positive pressure ventilation

• Automated, fresh filtered air from the roof cavity, or outside, to rooms

• Seasonal upgrades and system add-ons are available

• Daily feature scheduler & one-touch boost mode

• Premium ventilation with feature flexibility and dew point control

• Expandable up to 12 rooms

*LITE+  
4 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

7761657

LITE2  
6 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805673

POSITIVE2 
6 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805659

LITE2  
1 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805670

POSITIVE2 
1 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

7566477

2 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805690

LITE2  
2 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805671

POSITIVE2 
2 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805657

4 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805691

LITE2  
4 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805672

POSITIVE2 
4 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805658

6 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

3805692

*LITE+  
6 OUTLET  
SYSTEM

7761658

*Lite+ systems include Air Source and in-room humidity sensing for moisture control when your home needs it most

*Positive+ include Air Source and in-room humidity sensing for moisture control when your home needs it most

*POSITIVE+ 
4 OUTLET  
SYSTEM

7761659

*POSITIVE+  
6 OUTLET 
SYSTEM

7761660
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HEAT TRANSFER KIT

Distribute the Heat

SUMMER FEATURE KIT

Extra Ventilation

TEMPERING HEATER

Take the chill off

The heat transfer upgrade makes 
better use of your heating in winter. 
In this mode excess heat from the 
heat source room is transferred to 
other rooms in your home.

A summer feature is highly 
recommended for continued 
ventilation during the hotter months, 
and especially when the ceiling 
cavity air temperature exceeds that 
of the outside air.

Take the chill off the air when 
temperatures in the roof space are 
cool. Available in 1kW or 2kW, 
depending on your system.

1 & 2 
Room

3805660

1 & 2 
Room

3805654

1kW 1 & 2 Room

7761653

2kW 4 Room

7761650

4 
Room

3805661

4 
Room

3805666

1kW 4 Room

7761651

2 x 1kW 6 Room

7761652

6 
Room

3805665

6 
Room

3805655
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ER SERIES 125MM 4 OUTLET HOME VENTILATION SYSTEM

The Weiss ER Eco Home Ventilation system has been specifically designed to maintain the air quality of your home to protect the 
ones you love. Weiss intelligent technology works to ventilate your home, continually protecting it from condensation. Weiss have 
combined their new EC fans with intelligent control technology to deliver you the latest innovative leap in home ventilation systems.

ER04G

• 150mm EC mixed flow fan with built-in controller

• 125mm ABS plastic cone diffusers

• 125mm Insulated ducting

• Additional 125mm outlet kit is available (ER04H)

3805667
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HEAT TRANSFER

HHS  
HEAT TRANSFER KIT

• Analogue thermostat controller

• 150mm 2 speed fan 

• No extension kits 

• Insulated ducting

• Circular “eco” ceiling diffusers

• 2 year warranty

3 ROOM KIT

3800381

UTILIZE YOUR EXCESS HEAT

Heat Transfer systems are specifically designed to utilise your excess heat by transferring it from your source room, which is 
usually your lounge, and distributing it to other rooms in your home. If you have ever found yourself cosy in one room, while the 
rest of the house may be cold, then this is the system you need! By transferring your excess heat you are able to ‘take the chill 
off’ your bedrooms, and as a result create a warm comfortable environment for your family.    

HEAT TRANSFER KITS

• Automated touch screen thermostat controller

• High-performance fan automatic speed control

• Acoustic insulated duct for whisper-quiet operation

• Aesthetically pleasing adjustable ceiling diffusers

• Summer upgrade available (order in DCT4543)

1 ROOM KIT

3805108

2 ROOM KIT

3800307

*3 ROOM KIT

3800380

HEAT RETENTION PLUS KITS

• Automated touch screen thermostat controller

• High-performance fan automatic speed control

• Acoustic insulated duct for whisper-quiet operation

• Aesthetically pleasing adjustable ceiling diffusers

• Summer upgrade available (order in DCT4543)

• R1.0 thermally rated duct delivers a 67% increase in 
duct heat retention

1 ROOM KIT

7761655

2 ROOM KIT

7761656

*3 ROOM KIT

7761654

 

HEAT RETENTION PLUS 
ADDITIONAL OUTLET 
DCT4349

7762913

*3 room kits can be expanded to four rooms upgrade kits are available

HEAT TRANS 
ADDITIONAL OUTLET

3805602
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125MM HEAT TRANSFER  
WITH DIGITAL THERMOSTAT

• Easy to install 

•  12 metres (2 room) and 15 metres (3 room)  
of thermal rated 125mm insulated ducting included

• Inlet vent and outlet diffuser vents included

•  Powerful and effective 3 speed booster fan operation

•  3 metres extension kit can be bought separately,  
all joining and junction parts included

A Weiss Heat Transfer System is an efficient way to take the excess heat from your solid wood fire and 
transfer it to up to four other rooms. It uses a powerful fan and insulated ducting to transfer heat quietly 
through your ceiling cavity from the source room, to other rooms. The system is suitable for homes with a 
ceiling cavity with 500mm of space available. You then measure the distances between the source room 
and other rooms to work out how much ducting is needed.

2 Room Kit

3805680

3 Room Kit

3805681

Extension 
Kit 4 Room

3805682
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PlaceMakers Heating offers a selection of 
outdoor approved heating for areas small or 
large in electric, gas or fire pit models, to suit 
all your needs.

Kiwis love outdoor living but with 
unpredictable weather an outdoor heating 
solution is often required to take the chill out 
of the air.

Investing in outdoor heating allows you to 
stay comfortable outdoors and entertain all 
year round and create the perfect ambiance 
for your family and guests.

Outdoor heating is also a great option  
for cafes, bars and public outdoor 
entertainment areas.

OUTDOOR HEATING



MODERNO CARBON INFRARED 
HEATER — STANDARD 2KW

• Can be mounted horizontal or vertical

• Efficient directional heat

• Odour and CO
2
 emission free

• Periscopic remote control

• Automatic temperature control

• 4 power settings

• Golden ultra low glare

• Optional Telescopic stand*

BLACK

7746016

SILVER

7746017

The popular Moderno carbon infrared heaters generate heat only when required, allowing you to enjoy immediate warmth 
and comfort. They are up to 80% more efficient compared to traditional heating systems, thus reducing your running costs 
dramatically. There is no longer the need to pre-heat the air or risk the escape of warmed air. Suitable for outdoor and indoor 
usage, these heaters are compact and elegant in design, look great wall mounted or ceiling mounted and can accommodate all 
heating spaces.

MODERNO CARBON INFRARED 
HEATER — MINI 1.2KW

• Can be mounted horizontal or vertical

• Efficient directional heat

• Odour and CO
2
 emission free

• Periscopic remote control

• Automatic temperature control

• 2 power settings

• Golden ultra low glare

• Optional Telescopic stand*

BLACK

7746018

SILVER

7746019

*At addit ional cost.
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ESCEA OUTDOOR KITCHEN EK950 

•  Professional outdoor grilling kitchen that transforms into a 
roaring outdoor fireplace

• 3 cooking bays with 13-point adjustability

• 1 Cooking grill, 1 flat plate, 1 Ember generator

• Optional Pizza oven available

4201100

$6,495

ESCEA OUTDOOR KITCHEN EK1250 

•  Professional outdoor grilling kitchen that transforms into a 
roaring outdoor fireplace

• 4 cooking bays with 13-point adjustability

• 2 Cooking grills, 1 flat plate, 1 Ember generator

• Optional Pizza oven available

4201101

$7,995

ESCEA OUTDOOR KITCHEN EK1550 

•  Professional outdoor grilling kitchen that transforms into a 
roaring outdoor fireplace

• 5 cooking bays with 13-point adjustability

• 3 Cooking grills, 1 flat plate, 1 Ember generator

• Optional Pizza oven available

4201102

$8,995
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ESCEA OUTDOOR GAS FIREPLACE EF5000

•  An open fronted outdoor fireplace with no flue requirements

• Ventless

• Electronic ignition

• Kitset enclosure optional

4190120

$5,495

ESCEA OUTDOOR COOKING FIRE EW5000

•  An outdoor fireplace for cooking on and basking in front of

• Adjustable cooking plate

• Ash tray

• Kitset enclosure optional

• Stainless steel fascia available

4190207

$2,995

ESCEA OUTDOOR FIRE TABLE EP1350

•  Vortex firecore technology

• Cool-touch tabletop

• Fireplace & cooking mode

• Kitset enclosure optional

7732949

$3,995
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Serene outdoor heating is built from heavy duty die-cast aluminium to commercial standards so it can withstand the harsh New 
Zealand condition. Serene outdoor heaters are waterproof to IP54 or IP65 with the additional benefit of full Serene replacement 
warranty for 5 or 10 years.

S6064 HEAT & BEAT 2KW 
OUTDOOR HEATER

•  Perfect for entertaining with 2 outdoor Bluetooth 
speakers for music streaming

•  App controlled from your smart-phone

•  Long life ultra low glare infrared lamp

•  Adjustable party lights

•  Easy change lamp system

•  IP65 for true “outdoor use”

3801121

S2065 SHADOW OUTDOOR  
HEATER 2KW

• Bluetooth app controlled

• Sturdy die-cast aluminium construction

• Long life ultra-low glare infrared lamp

• Heats up to 15m2

• IP65 for true “outdoor use”

2KW 3691603

3KW 3691602

HELIOS PROFESSIONAL 
INFRARED 2.4KW

• 3 heat settings

• Replaceable elements

• All metal IP64

• Heavy duty omni directional brackets

• Simple paddle control System

2KW 7761916

2.4KW 3 HEATS 7761917 2.4KW 
ADJUSTABLE HEATS 
AND HANDLE

2KW NO HANDLE 
1 HEAT
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DENVA OUTDOOR FIRE AND BBQ

• Large wide opening for maximum heat output and ambience

• Perfect for three-seasons outdoor entertaining

• BBQ style cooking with hot plate and grill supplied as standard

• Corten steel finish for a stunning outdoor rustic look

7761985

ZARA OUTDOOR FIRE AND BBQ

• Superior heat output and stunning ambience

• Perfect for three-seasons outdoor entertaining

• BBQ style cooking with hot plate and grill supplied as standard

• Corten steel finish for a stunning outdoor rustic look

7761985
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HEATSTRIP® outdoor gas and electric heaters are proudly designed, engineered and supplied in Australia and exported to 
world markets. HEATSTRIP® has been engineering innovative, stylish and energy efficient products since 1988. With HEATSTRIP® 
innovative heating solutions there is no need to abandon the outdoor area or compromise your style with bulky unpleasant 
heaters. In Australia, many large venues enjoy the style and performance that HEATSTRIP® has to offer. While they are suitable 
for commercial use, our award-winning heaters are also ideal for residential alfresco areas.

HEATSTRIP® ELEGANCE

With superior technology & style, world-leading design and unique 
“off-white” colour, the new HEATSTRIP® Elegance will blend in with 
the white ceiling in your alfresco area. 

• Electric radiant outdoor heater

• Slimline design and “off-white” colour 

• New more compact and higher output design

• Corrosion-resistant for most environments

• Ideal for your protected outdoor alfresco area or indoor area

• 2 year residential warranty and 1 year commercial

2400W 7756183  
3600W 7756184

HEATSTRIP® INTENSE

The HEATSTRIP® Intense Wall/Ceiling mounted electric infra-red 
heaters are a modern and attractive outdoor heating solution. The 
high temperature output of the HEATSTRIP® Intense is perfect for 
outdoor sites, high ceilings and hard to heat indoor applications. 
These heaters can be a feature to any outdoor area.

• Ideal for undercover protected and semi-exposed  
outdoor locations

• Easy DIY installation for 2200W unit, 3200W heater must be 
installed by a licensed electrician

• High quality construction with a new hexagonal grille

• Carbon filament infra-red heating element provides high 
performance instant heat

• 2 year residential and 1 year commercial warranty.

2200W 7756188  
3200W 7756190

HEATSTRIP® CLASSIC

Premium quality, stylish & slimline electric radiant heaters perfect for 
protected outdoor and indoor applications.

• Electric radiant heater ideal for your protected area, pergola, or 
difficult to heat indoor area

• Stylish, sleek, unobtrusive design with black front profile

• Corrosion protected for even the toughest environment

• Easy DIY installation for 2 models and multiple  
mounting options

• 2 year residential warranty and 1 year commercial warranty

2400W 7756178  
3200W 7756179

HEATSTRIP® MAX

Australian designed and engineered range of high intensity electric 
infra-red radiant heaters ideal for tough outdoor and indoor heating 
applications. The Max heater is a high temperature radiant heater 
with a unique low-glow, shatter proof heating element , perfect for 
outdoor alfresco areas, balconies, pergolas, veranda, courtyards, 
warehouses etc.

• High temperature electric radiant heater ideal for higher ceilings 
or more exposed locations

• Unique “low glow” Incoloy element – no more blinding light

• Commercial grade quality and construction

• Corrosion resistance provided by the anodized alloy casing

• Easy DIY installation for the THX2400  
unit, THX3600 must be installed by a licensed electrician

• 2 year warranty

2400W 7756192  
3600W 7756193
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HEATSTRIP® WALL MOUNTED NG HEATER

The new and upgraded HEATSTRIP® Wall mounted Natural Gas 
(NG) heater is a stylish addition to any outdoor area, where 
mains Natural Gas is preferred. World class design aesthetics, 
heat output and performance, for both residential and commercial 
applications.

• 34 MJ, 4 tile commercial quality ceramic burner, for connection 
to mains Natural Gas (NG)

• NEW Electronic finger pull ignition and flame failure device

• World class wind protection rating of 16 kilometres an hour

• Constructed from Stainless Steel with high temperature  
paint coating

• Protective grille and reflector included as standard, to guarantee 
safe operation. Reflector design ensures that only a minimum of 
500mm overhead clearance is required. Optional accessories 
for low clearance or ceiling mounting are available

• Wall mounting bracket allows for multiple mounting angles, 
and is extremely robust to provide strength and support. Gas 
regulator included

• Available in LPG version (TGH34WLPG)

NG 7756226  
LPG 7756227

HEATSTRIP® PORTABLE  
LPG HEATER

The HEATSTRIP® portable LPG heater 
incorporates world leading design, 
quality, heat performance and efficiency 
to provide a stylish, robust and elegant 
solution for your outdoor area, alfresco, 
balcony, patio etc.

• 34 MJ, 4 tile commercial quality 
ceramic burner to be used with a 9kg 
LPG bottle (not included)

• NEW Electronic finger pull ignition 
(battery operated), with tilt safety 
switch and flame failure device. Fully 
concealed gas pipes and bottle

• Heater head components made from 
high quality Stainless Steel with high 
temperature paint coating

• World class wind protection rating at 
16 kilometres an hour

• Protective grille and reflector included 
as standard, to guarantee safe 
operation. Reflector design ensures that 
only a minimum of 500mm overhead 
clearance is required

• Components are sub-assembled for 
easy DIY Installation

• Suitable for residential and  
commercial applications

7756228 
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CANNON HORIZON HEAT  
OUTDOOR HEATER

• Outside heaters with three heat settings

•  Wall or ceiling mounted, 3200W unit is capable of 
covering an outdoor covered area of up to 17.5m2

•  Includes a remote control with timer and digital display

•  Housed in a powder coated aluminium alloy

•  2 year domestic warranty and a 6 month  
commercial warranty

 1800W

5449777

2400W

5449778

3200W

5449779
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COVE FIRE PITS

•  Natural Grey Supercast™ base with Black colour 
coated Stainless Steel burner 

•  Contemporary Natural Grey concrete finish is 
unique to each unit, common attributes include 
pitting and colour density variation 

•  Optional Tumbled or Black Lava Rock, glass wind 
guard, and protective cover sold separately

• Product is set up for LPG or Natural Gas

SMALL

5449942

MEDIUM

5449943

LARGE

5449944

Adding a fireplace to your outdoor living area means you can enjoy more time outdoors. With New Zealander’s love of Alfresco 
living specifically in mind, Living Flame has crafted and refined an extensive range of outdoor fires. Whether you are cooking, 
heating, lighting or simply soaking up the ambience, Living Flame has an outdoor fireplace for your home.

LIVING FLAME GAS FLARES

• LPG / Natural Gas

• Manual ignition

• Different shapes and sizes available

• Different colours available

• Full stainless steel body

5449947

Scan for  more informat ion

Divided into distinct Platinum and Tungsten ranges, all Bromic outdoor heaters are 
designed and engineered in-house and are constructed from premium materials to 
create products that strike the perfect balance between performance, reliability and 
beauty. Whether gas, electric or portable, all Bromic outdoor heaters are designed 
to work together, to complement your designs for outdoor living.

TUNGSTEN SMART-HEAT™ GAS PORTABLE

Easy to relocate and powerful, the Tungsten Smart-Heat™ Portable 
Gas heater is able to create warm and inviting outdoor spaces 
virtually anywhere you choose. Coverage of up to 20m2, the Tungsten 
Smart-Heat™ Portable delivers a widespread heat held of up to 4m 
wide and 5m deep.

LPG 7724665
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PLATIMUM SMART-HEAT™ GAS

The Platinum Smart-Heat™ Gas range represents the absolute pinnacle of 
outdoor heating. Combining elegant design with industry-leading technology, 
The Platinum Smart-Heat™ Gas series by Bromic delivers performance, 
reliability and beauty in equal measure.

Available in two sizes, 3 tile or 5 tile each with the ability to project a diffused 
radiant heat deep into open outdoor spaces, the Platinum Smart-Heat™ Gas 
series successfully overcomes wind resistance to create outdoor environments 
as warm as you need them to be.

7724657 (300 LPG), 7724658 (300 NG), 7724659 (500 LPG) & 
7724660 (500 NG)

TUNGSTEN SMART-HEAT™ GAS

Our Tungsten Smart-Heat™ Gas heater has a durable, soft flowing curved 
fascia and engineered body, which produces formidable heat to create a truly 
comfortable outdoor space.

Available in two sizes, 3 tile & 5 tile. The Tungsten Smart-Heat™ Gas Series 
incorporates full function electronic controls, allowing them to be remotely 
operated. Patented screen and ionization probe technology enables 
remarkable wind resistance and with our ‘Easy Pivot’ arm they deliver even 
greater positioning, versatility and heat coverage. This heater also has a range 
of accessories available to provide versatility in mounting & controller options.

7724661 (300 LPG), 7724662 (300 NG), 7724663 (500 LPG) & 
7724664 (500 NG)

Heat def lector sold separately

Heat def lector sold separately
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PLATINUM SMART-HEAT™ ELECTRIC 

The award winning Platinum Smart-Heat™ Electric series has been designed 
with low-clearance, semi-enclosed spaces in mind. With minimised light 
emissions and dedicated recess kits the Platinum Smart-Heat™ Electric blends 
seamlessly into your environment.

Available in both black and white, the Platinum Smart-Heat™ Electric is the 
epitome of style without compromise. Elegantly understated, the Platinum Smart-
Heat™ Electric delivers 25% more heat with a much smaller footprint than the 
best of our competitors.

7724666 (2.3KW BLACK), 7724667 (2.3KW WHITE),  
7724668 (3.4KW BLACK) & 7724669 (3.4KW WHITE)

Flush mounted recess kit sold separately 

TUNGSTEN SMART-HEAT™ ELECTRIC

Our Tungsten Smart-Heat™ Electric series offers high performance radiant 
heating to outdoor and semi-enclosed spaces alike, with an industrial design 
style. It also boasts a high-temperature coating to suit all environments. With 
a stainless-steel construction, its durable element will emit a soft red glow to 
create a warm ambience in your space.

With their industrial design style, robust chassis and high performance, the 
Tungsten Smart-Heat™ Electric series now comes with a lifetime element 
warranty.

7724674 (2KW BLACK), 7724675 (3KW BLACK),  
7724676 (4KW BLACK) & 7724677 (6KW BLACK)

Heat def lector sold separately

BROMIC SMART-
HEAT™ CONTROLS

The Bromic Smart-Heat™ 
Wireless On/Off Controller 
can switch power supply to 
two separate outputs, enabling 
independent ‘On/Off’ control 
without even having to move 
from your seat. 

On/Off 4 Channel 
Remote*

(Gas & Electric) 7724688

BROMIC SMART-
HEAT™ CONTROLS

The Bromic Smart-Heat™ 
Wireless Dimmer Controller 
allows you to adjust the heat 
from 1-100% for perfect comfort 
and complete flexibility.

Dimmer Controller*

(Electric Only) 7724689

*Requires RS232 plugin
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We have partnered with some of the best heating installers across New Zealand to provide installed solutions for our customers. 
A strong partnership with industry professionals means that we can provide simple heating solutions from Cape Reinga to 
Invercargill. Whether you are a builder in need of our solutions, or a home owner looking to retrofit or replace an existing 
appliance, we have you covered.

CLYNE&BENNIE
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AUCKLAND

Mt. Wellington

Takanini

Westgate

Pakuranga

Wairau Park

Waiheke

WAIKATO

Clarence St, Hamilton

Te Rapa

BAY OF PLENTY

Mt Maunganui

Taupo

HAWKES BAY

Napier

Hastings

WELLINGTON

Seaview

Evans Bay

Kapiti

Kaiwharawhara

Levin

WEST COAST

Greymouth

CANTERBURY

Kaiapoi

Hornby

Riccarton

Timaru

Ashburton

Cranford

OTAGO

Queenstown

Alexandra

Cromwell

Oamaru

Dunedin

Wanaka
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NORTHLAND 

KAITAIA 408 9020 

KERIKERI 407 4820 

MANGAWHAI 431 4236 

WHANGAREI  470 3970

AUCKLAND 

ALBANY 414 0900 

COOK ST 356 2899

MT WELLINGTON 570 8300 

NEW LYNN 825 0088

PAKURANGA 538 0200

PUKEKOHE 237 0020

SILVERDALE 424 9000

TAKANINI 268 2950

WAIHEKE ISLAND  372 0060 

WAIRAU PARK 444 5155

WARKWORTH 425 8444 

WESTGATE 815 6800

WAIKATO / BAY OF PLENTY 

CLARENCE ST  838 0716 

HUNTLY 828 2000 

MORRINSVILLE 889 8057 

MT MAUNGANUI 575 4009

ROTORUA 347 7023 

TAUPO 376 0220 

TE KUITI 878 8149 

TE RAPA  850 0190 

THAMES 868 0130 

WHAKATANE 306 0320

WHITIANGA 867 2000

CENTRAL NORTH ISLAND 

HAWERA 278 6013 

NAPIER 843 5816

HASTINGS 842 2925 

NEW PLYMOUTH 755 9040 

OHAKUNE 385 8414 

PALMERSTON NORTH 353 5777 

WANGANUI 349 1919

WELLINGTON 

EVANS BAY 387 8692 

HUTT CITY 568 5042 

KAIWHARAWHARA 472 1616 

KAPITI 296 1086 

LEVIN 366 0960 

MASTERTON 377 7504

PORIRUA 237 9189

UPPER SOUTH ISLAND

BLENHEIM 520 6030 

MOTUEKA 528 8164 

PORT NELSON 548 9069 

SAXTON RD 547 9111

CHRISTCHURCH 

CRANFORD STREET 375 4119

HORNBY 344 8950 

KAIAPOI 327 5860 

RICCARTON 348 2039

CANTERBURY 

ASHBURTON 308 9099 

TIMARU 687 4035 

TWIZEL 435 3133

SOUTHERN 

ALEXANDRA 440 0198 

CROMWELL 445 9202 

DUNEDIN 466 4617 

GORE 209 0055 

INVERCARGILL 211 0366 

MOSGIEL 466 4617 

OAMARU 433 0460 

QUEENSTOWN 450 9000 

TE ANAU 249 7774 

WANAKA 443 0080


